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Description 2024 EAST TO WEST Entrada 2950OK, EAST TO WEST Entrada Class C gas
motorhome 2950OK highlights: Private Bedroom Separated Bathroom U-Shaped
Dinette Outside Grill 60" x 80" Bunk Over Cab You can enjoy great adventures with
your family and friends traveling in this Entrada Class C gas motorhome! This
coach offers you spacious living thanks to two slides. In the main living area, the
U-shaped dinette and sofa slides out to provide you with comfortable places to sit
down and rest after you have been out exploring. You'll notice that the bedroom
also feels open because of its queen bed slide, and the two wardrobes and linen
closet across from the bed will surely provide plenty of storage space for your
belongings with TV prep in between. The kitchen has a long countertop so that
you can prepare meals easily with a cooktop including three burners, a convection
microwave beneath, a large sink and a 10.7 cu. ft. 12V refrigerator for your
perishables. The bathroom is separated with a shower along one side and a
private toilet and sink opposite for added convenience allowing two occupants to
be using at once. With any Entrada Class C gas motorhome from EAST TO WEST,
the construction consists of a completely laminated coach, a one-piece molded
fiberglass front cap, 2" thick sidewalls with Azdel composite exterior, a Dicor
Diflex ll TPO roof, and integrated entry step. Some of the Entrada value package
features include 12V tank heaters to camp during the cooler months, the
Winegard Air 360+, plus backup and sideview cameras with monitor for safety on
and off the road. The interior offers a 7-foot interior height for a spacious feel, and
hardwood shaker style cabinets. Choose an Entrada for its tasteful design,
attention to detail, bright interior and/or affordable price-point!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: M79233
VIN Number: EA9051445
Condition: New
Length: 32
GVW: 14500
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 2

0 mi
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Item address Indianapolis, Indiana, United States
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